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Field service management application priorities vary significantly by use case, so we compare

vendors using nine capability areas weighted differently for each of three use cases.

Application leaders can use this research and its companion Magic Quadrant as part of a

broader evaluation process.

Overview

Key Findings

Recommendations

For application leaders seeking improved CRM and customer experience through better FSM:

In addition to functionality, the top reasons that organizations give for purchasing a field service

management (FSM) solution are the need to standardize on a single FSM product across

multiple operations and to deploy an FSM solution where none previously existed.

■

Organizations often must move to a packaged FSM solution as a prerequisite for building

differentiating capabilities that use technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), augmented

reality (AR) and integrations such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship

management (CRM) and the Internet of Things (IoT).

■

Field service provider (FSP) organizations are seeking digital transformation in areas such as

customer engagement, technician enablement, condition-based service and mobile.

■

Over three-quarters of reference customer organizations use or plan to use their vendor’s

mobile offerings. Those that plan to use another vendor or platform state integration with other

corporate systems and alignment with enterprise mobile strategy as the top reasons.

■

FSM products can be complementary to one another even though utilizing two or more

products requires system integration work. Also, an FSM product can act as a hub, so

integration with multiple systems may be desired during implementation.

■

Evaluate the capabilities of your current FSM product(s) against new and emerging

requirements for managing customer and technician experience, efficiency and profitability.

■

Identify which use cases apply to all or parts of the FSP organization in your enterprise.■
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Strategic Planning Assumptions
By 2022, 70% of customer interactions will involve an emerging technology such as machine

learning applications, chatbots or mobile messaging — up from 15% in 2018.

In 2022, only 30% of field service providers will be ready to deploy AI-based decision support in

their field service management platforms in order to differentiate, despite robust capabilities being

available by then.

By 2023, 25% of commercial or industrial OEMs will offer IoT-connected product(s) via outcome-

based service contracts.

What You Need to Know
With continued growth of the field service management (FSM) application market approaching

20% per year, even those vendors in the CRM or ERP space that did not have FSM product

offerings as recently as a few years ago have launched products. However, this has created

confusion in some cases, as some vendors work to shift the focus of evaluation off shortcomings

in available capabilities and onto other adjacent areas, where they hope to provide a greater

overall value by cross-selling.

As evidenced by user adoption and product reviews, most vendors we evaluated have added

particular depth in supporting newer target functions. These include:

In the FSM market, it is now common to see vendors with significant strength in one or two areas

(such as automated scheduling and planning or mobile) but much less depth in other areas. This

often has a significant influence on a given vendor’s suitability for a particular use case.

We evaluated vendors in three use cases, as defined in the Use Cases section of this document.

They are:

Decide, based on the complexity of your requirements, whether to evaluate best-of-breed

components from multiple vendors or source from a single FSM vendor.

■

Use this research alongside its companion Magic Quadrant, analyst inquiries and other

research.

■

Customer engagement via customer portals and other digital channels■

Technician enablement and support via mobile apps that improve collaboration, self-service

and equipment telemetry analysis

■

Condition-based equipment service and monitoring via packaged integrations with IoT

platforms and functionality to orchestrate actions in the FSM application(s)

■

Mobile form (the screens/pages in the app) configurability and workflow extensibility■
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Each use case specifies a different weighting for each of nine critical capability areas, as defined

in the Critical Capabilities Definition section. The 14 vendors in this research — and in “Magic

Quadrant for Field Service Management” — were required to offer functionality across seven of the

nine capabilities. These included a critical capability area for integration, scalability and industry-

specific functions, and a critical capability area for extensibility. Value was also assigned for

emerging capabilities such as new digital service support channels, or tailoring of other

technologies such as augmented reality (AR) and machine learning (ML), specifically for FSM use

cases. We also surveyed vendor-supplied reference customers as part of the Magic Quadrant

research and asked about emerging technologies they are implementing or plan to implement

within the next 12 to 18 months. We assigned value for frequently selected technologies such as

customer portals, usage- and outcome-based contracts, zero-touch work assignment and IoT

platforms.

Analysis

Critical Capabilities Use-Case Graphics

Figure 1. Vendors’ Product Scores for the High-Volume and Volatile Schedules Use Case

High-volume and volatile schedules — Schedule optimization is often most important.■

Complex service and support — Technician enablement in mobile is often most important.■

Equipment as a service — Connected equipment diagnosis is often most important.■
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Figure 2. Vendors’ Product Scores for the Complex Service and Support Use Case
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Figure 3. Vendors’ Product Scores for the Equipment as a Service Use Case
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Vendors

Accruent (Verisae)

Headquartered in Texas, U.S., Accruent offers core FSM functionality through its vx Field product,

while vx Maintain adds coverage for contracts and planned maintenance. vx Field includes

technician and subcontractor planning and schedule optimization, mobile technician enablement

and work order debrief. It offers invoicing, reporting and other operations functionality such as

return material authorizations (RMAs) and geographic information system (GIS) integrations. Its

vx Observe provides a mechanism to translate this data into necessary corrective or preventive

maintenance actions. It is usually installed on-site at the FSP’s customer site so it can access

equipment telemetry directly.

vx Field’s scheduling optimization now uses AI to “learn” the most cost-effective solutions when

configured constraints conflict with each other. Optimization runs continuously to automatically

reset schedules that become invalid due to intraday issues such as jobs that run long,

cancellations and emergencies. It then escalates any exceptions that cannot be resolved

automatically and provides functionality such as exception prioritization and an indication when

another dispatcher is already working on a resolution. This helps single- or multi-dispatcher teams

address them efficiently.
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For its combined products, Accruent is positioned in the top third of evaluated vendors for the

equipment-as-a-service use case, in the middle third for the complex service and support use

case, and in the lower third range for the high-volume and volatile schedules use case. The three

products have been installed primarily for FSPs that service retail locations that have mission-

critical equipment, as well as utilities, telecom organizations and facilities managers.

Accruent has several large grocery chains as clients that use the suite to monitor mission-critical

equipment such as refrigeration. The products are best suited for organizations that are

equipment-centric, especially where connectivity to the equipment aids in both proactive and

reactive service planning and execution. The mobile app is one of only a few with knowledge

management capability and support for part swaps and on-site receivings transaction entry. Since

Accruent added contract management functionality in 2018, it can now be considered an end-to-

end solution that includes operations functionality (such as contracts and RMAs), as well as

scheduling and operations functionality for workforces that are a hybrid of employees and

subcontractors.

While its mobile application integrates well with its back-office functionality in areas like parts

management, Accruent has not built out deep functionality and integration with emerging digital

service support channels and technologies. Also, it lacks robust packaged CRM and ERP

integration.

Astea International

Pennsylvania, U.S.-based Astea International is publicly traded and offers multiple FSM solutions.

Our evaluation focused on its flagship Astea Alliance product, which has been in the market for

many years and covers all critical capabilities. It offers prepackaged ERP integrations with Oracle

JD Edwards and Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations, as well as CRM integration

with Salesforce. Other key packaged integrations include Baxter Planning (parts planning), XOi

(AR) and Software AG (IoT).

Astea has added a contingent worker portal and has packaged integrations with service brokers

such as Field Nation and WorkMarket. This is designed for organizations with workforces that are

a hybrid of employee, third-party and contingent workers. Astea has also added parts availability

and lead time into the growing list of criteria that Alliance uses to optimize technician schedules.

Alliance provides visibility into its priority scoring results, which is designed to improve adoption

by providing a way to help dispatchers understand how it prioritized the work demand.

For Alliance, Astea is positioned in the top third of vendors for the complex service and support

use case and in the middle third for the other two use cases. Much of its customer base consists

of manufacturers, specialty service providers and IT services organizations. It is best suited for

organizations with complex, equipment-centric use cases that need strong field service operations

functionality such as invoicing and managing contractors, and that have multiple use cases with a

varying degree of schedule optimization capability in the same deployment.

Astea Alliance has differentiating functionality in the operations critical capability area, which it

extends to the field. This is especially so in areas such as automatic parts sourcing (which
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recommends the most economical source while also considering how urgently the part is needed)

and in its pricing functionality (which handles many of the most complex requirements and

quoting). Many of its customers require very little integration with ERP and other systems. This is

because Alliance’s broad coverage includes adjacent capabilities such as project management,

rental billing and knowledge and account management that are tailored to FSM-oriented

organizations.

While many of its customers require little integration with other systems, some customers have

indicated that required integrations are difficult to build using Astea’s APIs and packaged

capabilities. Also, Astea’s digital service support capabilities rely heavily on partners, and its

reference customers gave it low scores for its mobile app’s extensibility and workflow capabilities.

These are areas of current investment for Astea.

ClickSoftware

Massachusetts, U.S.-based ClickSoftware is wholly owned by Francisco Partners and offers

multiple FSM products. We evaluated its multitenant, cloud-based Field Service Edge (FSE)

product, which it released in 2015.

FSE’s deepest capability is its AI-powered work planning and scheduling optimization. Here, it has

added innovations such as secure views for subcontractors and resource scoring, which

summarizes customer feedback to help assign the technician or subcontractor who achieves the

best results for each customer.

FSE also includes self-service capabilities such as appointment rebooking, a map view of

technicians’ travel progress to the site, picture upload and satisfaction survey that aim to improve

customer engagement. Click has added functionality for its latest native iOS and Android mobile

apps, and it offers a web-based mobile app for Windows.

ClickSoftware has strategic partners for digital service support channels such as remote expert

video support, chat and AR-based contextual work instructions. It connects to multiple IoT

platforms and surfaces equipment telemetry as charts and graphs that provide insights into

patterns such as how often a temperature meter’s threshold has been exceeded. It has packaged

integrations for SAP ERP Central Component (SAP ECC), SAP S/4 HANA and ServiceBench, and is

often integrated with a dozen or more systems of record at implementation.

For FSE, ClickSoftware achieved the highest rating for the high-volume and volatile schedules use

case. It is positioned in the middle third for the complex service use case and the lower third for

the equipment-as-a-service use case. FSE customers span several industries, with concentrations

in utility, telecom, home services and discrete manufacturing industries. FSE is best suited for

organizations with high-volume, intraday scheduling fluctuations, especially where real-time and

predicted traffic, ML and scalability in automated scheduling can influence utilization and

profitability.

While organizations should expect a lengthy implementation for such a robust product, many FSE

reference customers indicated that implementations were longer and more expensive than
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expected. Customers seeking a low-cost implementation may need to seek alternatives. Also,

customers have identified several areas of immaturity in the FSE mobile app — including

extensibility, parts management scalability and workflow. In addition, most of ClickSoftware’s

customers must rely on other systems for operations functions such as contract management,

pricing, invoicing and financial reporting.

Note: In August 2019 (after the evaluation period for this Critical Capabilities), ClickSoftware entered

into a definitive agreement to be acquired by Salesforce.

FieldAware

Texas, U.S.-based FieldAware is backed by several private equity investors and offers FSM as its

primary product. It has added significant breadth to its product — which began primarily as a

solution focused on field technician mobility — in recent releases to cover more end-to-end

capabilities that both small and midsize businesses (SMBs) and large organizations can use.

Examples include improvements to its invoicing, pricing and cash collection in the field functions,

as well as asset management and analytics.

FieldAware has also shifted its primary schedule optimization strategy, which had relied on

partners, to instead develop core capabilities natively. It has released capabilities such as

automated scheduling for technicians based on its skills management and resource availability

management capabilities. Users can also manually schedule tools and equipment.

FieldAware has partnered with Ubimax and RealWear to offer FieldAware AR — an augmented

reality solution that is an extension of its mobile app. It expects customers will use this as a digital

service support channel for collaboration among technicians and in-office experts, and to overlay

technicians’ field of view with in-context views of manuals, schematics and other relevant

materials while on-site. FieldAware has moved to using the React front-end framework for the user

interface (UI) of its web and optimization application to accelerate development capabilities and

release times.

For its FSM solution, FieldAware is positioned in the lower third range for all three use cases, but is

adding new functionality at a fast pace and working with its customer base to move it forward. Its

customers are in a variety of industries, including facilities management, complex equipment

manufacturers, communications, high tech and specialty service providers. It is best suited for

organizations seeking a packaged solution that is focused on mobile interaction, is inexpensive to

implement and contains packaged integrations for Oracle NetSuite, Salesforce and Intuit

QuickBooks. It includes templates for integration with other ERP systems such as SAP ECC,

Microsoft Dynamics and Sage. It has integrated with CRM systems such as SugarCRM and

CentralBOS, and it now offers a simplified means to integrate with additional products via a

managed connector platform.

However, FieldAware customers have indicated that there have been quality issues in the past, and

much of the depth in key back-office areas such as scheduling, AR and customer engagement is

new or significantly revised since 2017. New customers may need to build extra testing and

training time into implementations to account for high percentages of functionality that have only
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been deployed by early adopters. FieldAware also relies on partners in areas such as low-code

form development and advanced analytics visualizations.

GEOCONCEPT Group

France-based GEOCONCEPT offers two products in the FSM space: Opti-Time and Opti-Time

Mobile. The company has its own GIS capabilities and emphasizes use cases such as

geographical territory planning, long-term forecasting and simulation tools, as well as supporting

assets whose locations are based on map coordinates rather than individual addresses.

GEOCONCEPT has added new capabilities that enable customers to self-book work through its

portal and to receive automated guidance to available knowledge artifacts and troubleshooting

guides.

For its combined FSM products, GEOCONCEPT is positioned in the lower third range for all three

use cases. Its solutions are most suitable for organizations that perform a residential, retail or

utilities service. Organizations in these industries can benefit from the solutions’ predictive

scheduling and use of geographical information. Many customers rely on GEOCONCEPT’s

schedule optimization capability, with options such as whether to assume needed parts will

become available or to defer scheduling until available, real-time traffic through integrations, and

AI-based technician delay prediction.

GEOCONCEPT also handles use cases such as deliveries and pickups, where the van capacity and

the time between pickup and delivery (such as with blood collection or people transportation) are

factors. Its portal can provide customers with a real-time map view of the technician’s progress

toward the service location.

However, some reference customers indicated that GEOCONCEPT has been slow to add features

in recent releases and that extending its mobile application for needed processes and data

collection is difficult. They also indicated that it lacks certain expected implementation tools and

processes that would lower the configuration effort at transition.

IFS

Sweden-based IFS is a wholly owned subsidiary of EQT and has multiple field service offerings.

We evaluated its FSM product, which is an end-to-end FSM solution separate from its ERP

offering.

The solution includes over 30 available scheduling optimization algorithms (including support for

long-cycle work and crews). It also includes multiple contract types such as meter-based and

period-based pricing, as well as negotiated time and materials-based pricing. It helps track as-

maintained records and acceptable replacement parts for complex equipment and offers warranty

adjudication capability.

IFS has repackaged the mplsystems service solution it acquired in 2017 as part of its

multichannel field service customer engagement solution. This enables voice or digital self-

service (chat and customer portal) and a customer service agent desktop, and also offers

connectors for CRM systems such as Salesforce and Microsoft Dynamics 365. The IFS mobile
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application is extensible and can support separate workflows by work type and multiple brandings

(such as colors and logos) in the same deployment. Its field parts management includes

technician-to-technician transfers, RMAs and condition-based searches (such as searching for

only used parts).

For its FSM solution, IFS scored the highest of all vendors for the complex service and support use

case. It is positioned in the top third for the high-volume and volatile schedules use case, and

middle third for the equipment-as-a-service use case. IFS supports many industries and has many

customers across those industries. Much of its customer base is in manufacturing, medical

device services and high-tech industries. It is best suited for organizations that have both high-

volume automated scheduling needs and an equipment-centric focus to their service. This is

because tracking of details of the as-installed and as-maintained configuration of each equipment

component is critical to the approach to repairs or maintenance.

However, the vendor’s FSM solution lacks packaged connectors for most ERP systems, and the

mobile application can be difficult to integrate with other apps that a technician may use. IFS has

partnerships with IoT providers, but its connected field service offerings and adoption lag other

vendors that focus on complex, equipment-centric use cases. It lacks ML capabilities that support

triage efforts and packaged visualizations in the mobile app that field technicians need, among

other tools, to diagnose and predict equipment issues. IFS is currently investing in ML capabilities.

Microsoft

Microsoft, based in Seattle, Washington, U.S., offers Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Field Service,

either stand-alone or as part of larger licensing bundles. Microsoft has expanded its packaged

integration with Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations (Microsoft’s ERP offering) to include

complex functions such as inventory, procurement, pricing and invoicing. It has also added

considerable breadth and depth to its scheduling optimization.

In addition to improving performance, resource scheduling now supports use cases such as crews

(multiple technicians must be scheduled together) and interval scheduling (committing to

customers to schedule within a range of hours such as “between 9 a.m. and 12 p.m.”). It also

supports resource pools (committing to a time, but not a specific technician) and facility

scheduling (scheduling for availability at a service-provider-owned depot repair location).

Recent platform consolidation has made it easier to connect key capabilities such as IoT Central

(which enables technicians to both read IoT telemetry and remotely control equipment) and the

Power Platform (which includes analytics, low-code app development and workflow). The solution

also extends Microsoft’s common data and services models, which means homegrown objects

and functions can more easily be ported to and from other Microsoft products like Office 365 and

SharePoint Online, as well as to and from partner and homegrown solutions.

For its FSM solution, Microsoft is positioned in the middle third of vendors for the high-volume and

high scheduling volatility use case, and in the top third for the complex service and support and

equipment-as-a-service use cases. Its public, private and hybrid cloud options make it well suited

for organizations with specific security requirements. Many of its customers are in the public
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sector, manufacturing and healthcare industries, and place a high weight on interoperability with

other Microsoft products.

Although Microsoft has been investing in its schedule optimization capabilities — and Dynamics

365 for Field Service already supports some large workforces — large organizations (above 10,000

technicians) may have difficulty finding proof points and best practice templates in their industry.

Also, the product does not offer packaged GIS integration, so organizations such as utilities that

rely heavily on GIS-based attributes may need to develop integrations and forms.

Customers may need to rely on implementation teams to build integration with non-Microsoft

products that FSM systems commonly integrate with (such as ERP, CRM and GIS). Also, while

organizations can build on its platform, Microsoft’s packaged customer portal capabilities are not

as broad and deep as those of many of the vendors we evaluated.

Oracle

California, U.S.-based Oracle’s primary product for FSM use cases is Oracle Field Service Cloud

(OFSC). The product’s strongest capabilities are in schedule optimization and scalability, but it

also released native mobile apps for iOS and Android in 2018. These are designed to provide

richer user experience alternatives and better device hardware control (such as bar code reader

controls and camera use for video collaboration) compared to its existing HTML5-based mobile

app.

Oracle introduced a new low-code mobile forms development capability in 2019 that aims to

simplify the effort required to create proprietary screens in both core and in its latest OFSC mobile

apps. Oracle offers packaged connectors for other products in its portfolio, including ERP systems

(JD Edwards, Oracle E-Business Suite, NetSuite), Supply Chain Management Cloud, IoT Cloud,

Engagement Cloud and Service Cloud. These connectors are designed for Oracle Integration

Cloud, sold separately.

OFSC’s schedule optimization uses ML to develop a performance profile for each technician, then

uses these profiles to calculate an estimated time to complete for future tasks. It also takes into

account real-time traffic conditions (from sources like Oracle Maps, Google or Baidu) and other

travel considerations like vehicle-specific speed restrictions and security checkpoints.

For collaboration between and among dispatchers and technicians, OFSC has embedded video

chat. An integrated chatbot can do things like proactively contact customers for technicians when

it “sees” they have been waiting on-site too long, or help to find and coordinate with other

technicians who might have a needed replacement part.

For OFSC, Oracle is positioned in the top third of vendors for the high-volume and volatile

schedules and equipment-as-a service use cases, and in the lower third for the complex service

and support use case. Many of its customers are in high-tech, telecom, discrete manufacturing

and service provider industries. It is best suited for organizations seeking a solution that balances

key capabilities such as robust scheduling, scalability and integrations (especially with Oracle

products and clouds) with faster-than-average deployment and centralized administration.
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However, OFSC is narrowly focused primarily on work planning and scheduling when compared to

end-to-end solutions, which have robust capabilities in areas such as parts logistics and

maintenance contracts. These are particularly important in complex, equipment-centric service

use cases. Also, many reference customers with whom Gartner has interacted choose not to use

Oracle’s mobile offering in favor of either building a custom-made app or using an existing

purpose-built mobile solution. Some indicate that extending it is cumbersome, despite recent and

ongoing enhancements to its extensibility functionality.

Oracle relies heavily on partners and customers to design configurations and extend the

application to support industry-specific best practices.

OverIT

Italy-based OverIT is a subsidiary of Engineering Group whose remit is to focus on FSM. Its

Geocall product covers much of the FSM spectrum, including planning and scheduling, mobile

technician enablement, digital service support and debrief, and maintenance planning. An early

mover for deploying augmented reality in FSM use cases, OverIT has recently separated its AR

functionality into a separate product called SPACE1. This product is optimized for field service use

cases, and is natively integrated with Geocall, which sets it apart from many AR solutions whose

FSM integration must be designed and built during implementation.

For its FSM solution, OverIT is positioned in the top third of vendors for both the high-volume and

volatile schedules use case and the complex service and support use case, and in the middle third

for the equipment-as-a-service use case. Many of its customers are in the utility, oil and gas and

manufacturing sectors. It is well suited for organizations whose technicians need AR

visualizations based on geographical data from its built-in GIS functionality, or integrations with

GIS solutions such as Esri and OpenLayers.

Reference customers like Geocall’s scheduling optimization capabilities, and it has recently

released a safety module that helps organizations monitor technicians through wearable devices.

It has several large customers that have stabilized mobile deployments that include hundreds of

subcontractors. Through partnership with OSIsoft, Geocall FSM has become an IoT-enabled

application (i.e., it can act based on direct connections to IoT-enabled devices), and it also offers

visualizations to help organizations triage IoT-derived alerts.

Organizations needing deep entitlements management functionality may need to combine Geocall

with other products to manage the process of aligning work demand to contracts. Those seeking

AI platforms on which to build models to drive automated demand management, automated work

planning and equipment outage prediction will need other solutions. Also, while some customers

tout the ability to tailor the products specifically to their needs, other OverIT customers indicate

that upgrades are more expensive, risky and time consuming than they expect with a SaaS

product.

Praxedo

Praxedo is headquartered in France, independently funded and focused entirely on FSM. Its

products center around mobile technician enablement, debrief and scheduling, but the vendor also
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has built-in configurable reporting, dashboards, and SMB and mid-market ERP integrations. These

and other templates help both small and large organizations deploy with minimal professional

services costs — among the lowest of the vendors we evaluated.

Praxedo’s FSM solution has several innovative features. These include native integration with

Twilio for anonymized messaging, XMPP-based real-time messaging for chat among technicians

and dispatchers, support for transmitting work order data to wearable devices (via smartphones),

fiber to the home (FTTH) measurement (useful in telecom organizations), and configurable mobile

workflows.

While Praxedo is positioned in the lower third of vendors for all three use cases, it is well suited for

organizations whose workforces are composed of a hybrid of employee technicians and many

small organizations that do not have the capacity to build out their own scheduling capabilities

and mobile apps. Many of its customers are in the telecom, utility, home service and retail sectors.

Customers can use its Praxedo-to-Praxedo integration to streamline the effort to collect and

exchange data with technicians in other organizations. Praxedo provides the ability to build on

reports such as production capacity, revenue analysis and invoicing common across many

industries beyond those in its core customer base, many of which are telecom, utilities and retail

services organizations.

Organizations that are seeking depth and breadth in technology areas that are still emerging in

FSM — such as IoT, AI, voice of the customer (VoC) and digital service support channels — will

need to identify partners willing to work with Praxedo to integrate their technologies.

Praxedo has improved its scheduling optimization capabilities dramatically with new abilities like

configuring multiple optimization strategies and reviewing of system-proposed schedule updates

before applying them. However, this area lacks advanced features such as routing, equipment

scheduling and forecasting.

Salesforce

California-based Salesforce released its Field Service Lightning (FSL) product in 2016. FSL

includes much of the Salesforce Service Cloud functionality that an organization would purchase

for case management in addition to its core FSM capabilities. Trailhead, which is Salesforce’s

gamified learning management system, is integrated with the scheduling optimization engine,

which Salesforce co-develops with ClickSoftware. Using Trailhead instead of a separate database

to manage technician skill sets helps avoid the duplicate maintenance that is common to many

packages that manage certifications in separate HRM systems.

Independent software vendors have built products that extend FSL functionality in areas such as

project management, on-site payments and AR. Although Salesforce does not yet offer packaged

ERP and enterprise asset management (EAM) connectors specifically for FSL, some customers

have found success in using the MuleSoft platform (sold separately) that Salesforce acquired in

2018 to connect FSL to other systems of record. We expect that, as customers adopt newer

capabilities such as radius-based parts sourcing, IoT telemetry-based visualizations of equipment
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meters and contractor management, FSL’s applicability for more complex service use cases will

increase.

Salesforce has also created template best practices for mobile setup and accelerators that are

designed to help organizations to deploy faster and achieve better adoption.

For its FSL solution, Salesforce is positioned in the middle third of vendors for all three use cases.

Many of its customers are in manufacturing, professional services, retail, healthcare and high-tech

industries. Its coverage of multiple digital service support channels — for example, configurable

chatbots and remote video support — and capabilities such as creating custom schedule

optimization policies for different conditions, improve its fit for organizations with a hybrid of

scheduling complexity and service complexity.

However, organizations seeking turnkey performance management and/or packaged integrations

with ERP, EAM and other systems, as well as estimating and GIS, may need to seek partners or

develop these capabilities using the Salesforce platform. The FSL mobile app was purpose-built to

handle offline functionality needs in FSM use cases. While it shares some development practices

and metadata, it is different from apps that organizations may have created using Salesforce’s

mobile app development platform (Salesforce Mobile). The latest version has been designed to

address extensibility concerns that existing customers have faced in FSL mobile, but these are

unproven.

Note: In August 2019 (after the evaluation period for this Critical Capabilities), Salesforce entered

into a definitive agreement to acquire ClickSoftware.

SAP (Coresystems)

Germany-based SAP acquired Switzerland-based Coresystems in June 2018 and has since been

working to further integrate and package the product with the SAP portfolio while continuing to

enhance functionality. This product replaces the FSM functionality that was part of SAP Service

Cloud (formerly SAP Hybris Cloud for Service, or C4S).

SAP has branded the product SAP FSM. It has released its first versions of integration with SAP

Service Cloud (service ticketing). There are also financials integrations with SAP S/4 HANA,

comprehensive integrations with SAP ERP Central Component (ECC), including the Customer

Service module, and integration with its Litmos training platform. The ECC integration expands on

the mature capabilities that already existed as part of the former Coresystems portfolio. SAP has

also introduced integration with SAP Leonardo (for IoT), SAP Asset Manager and SAP Predictive

Service. We expect that these components will underpin strong support for equipment-as-a-

service use cases, as early adopters influence packaging and deployment best practices.

In addition to the above, SAP has repackaged SAP FSM’s AI-powered schedule optimization

capabilities as its leading go-to-market scheduling optimization solution (instead of SAP

Multiresource Scheduling or third-party solutions). It is also offering a crowdsourcing platform for

FSPs that can make use of a hybrid of employees, certified contractors and freelancers to provide

service.
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For its FSM solution, SAP is positioned in the top third of vendors for the equipment-as-a-service

use case, the middle third for the complex service and support use case, and in the lower third for

the high-volume and volatile schedules use case. SAP targets its products across many industries,

but much of the SAP FSM customer base is in discrete manufacturing, telecom, medical device

service and utility industries. It is best suited for organizations that utilize multiple SAP products,

have equipment-centric use cases and make a heavy use of third-party service providers

(subcontractors and freelancers).

However, SAP did pivot away from the FSM mobile functionality it had built as part of C4S in favor

of the SAP FSM mobile apps — and customer transitions are still in process. The early adopters of

SAP FSM, which is largely made up of an enhanced version of the product acquired from

Coresystems, are still in various stages of deployment. Because of this, customers may need to

absorb more product changes in coming releases that are meant to harmonize FSM with Service

Cloud and SAP branding. Also, customers will need to integrate several products that were

developed separately to form an end-to-end FSM solution, while the extensibility and

administration tools are still separate.

ServiceMax

In February 2019, private equity firm Silver Lake acquired a 90% stake in California-based

ServiceMax from GE Digital, and ServiceMax is operating as a separate entity.

ServiceMax’s FSM capabilities run primarily on the Salesforce platform. It has chosen to augment

the Salesforce platform with its own development in key areas such as mobile, workflow and

dispatching to support offline processing and deliver additional flexibility.

Prior to Silver Lake’s involvement, ServiceMax had added a one-way integration to GE Digital’s

Asset Performance Management (APM), which includes components acquired from Meridium

combined with other products. This integration is designed to streamline the movement of

relevant equipment master and telemetry information from APM — or directly from IoT platforms

— to FSM. Users can then consume ServiceMax IoT visualizations that aid in fault pattern

recognition and other diagnosis, and ServiceMax’s contract entitlements engine to determine what

actions are covered by condition- or usage-based maintenance contracts. For more involved

service work, ServiceMax has added scheduling functionality for crews and projects.

ServiceMax itself has acquired Zinc, a multichannel communication platform that existing

customers use to help less-experienced technicians and contractors to connect to sources of

tribal knowledge such as other technicians or groups. ServiceMax provides several built-in reports,

dashboards, tools and best practices that help organizations become more analytics driven and

measure improvements to their maturity in each key area. It has customers across many

industries, and its newly released Asset Service Management packaging aims to extend that

group to include more equipment operators in addition to FSPs.

For its FSM solution, ServiceMax is positioned highest of all vendors evaluated for the equipment-

as-a-service use case, and in the top third for the other two use cases. Much of its customer base

is composed of equipment manufacturers, medical device service providers and specialty service
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providers. It is best suited for organizations that provide complex services that are highly

dependent on knowledge of the as-maintained equipment structure, as well as the various signals

and meter readings generated by the equipment.

ServiceMax does not offer its own analytics platform or real-time, traffic-based routing

capabilities. While it has some basic knowledge management functions that can provide

technicians with links and/or offline access to content such as manuals and videos, many of its

customers choose to adopt a formal knowledge management product from other providers that

integrate with ServiceMax.

ServiceMax’s customer base tends to primarily use highly skilled employees and few

subcontractors, so its depth in handling third-party service is limited to its Partner Community

function. This is an area in which ServiceMax is investing. Also, organizations that need to create

complex interactive mobile forms may need to work with its partners, which carries an additional

cost.

ServicePower

Virginia, U.S.-based ServicePower is owned by Diversis Capital. We evaluated its ServicePower

Suite and its new IoT Connected Home products. Together, these form an end-to-end FSM

solution with heavy emphasis on schedule optimization, subcontractor management and mobile.

The core elements of ServicePower’s Field Service Management Suite have been in the market for

many years, with the newest expansions being in customer experience and mobile. It has also

expanded the mobile app by adding robust capabilities in areas such as parts management and

customer communications.

ServicePower offers packaged integrations for SAP ECC, Oracle NetSuite and Microsoft Dynamics

ERP, as well as Salesforce, Oracle and Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM. It includes several reports on

the Domo platform. Its new credentialing capability goes beyond scheduling of subcontractors

and helps manage a disciplined onboarding and background check process. The company also

acts as a service broker — connecting field service providers with over 40,000 active contractors

when needed — these are concentrated in the major appliance and consumer electronics

manufacturing specialties.

For its FSM solution, ServicePower is positioned in the middle third of vendors for the equipment

as a service and high volume and volatile schedules use cases, and in the lower third for the

complex service and support use case. Historically, ServicePower focused on appliance and

consumer electronics manufacturers and specialty service providers, but it has expanded in recent

years into insurance, home security, warranty and retail industries, especially for large

organizations that provide or manage B2C service. It is best suited for organizations that use a

hybrid of employed and third-party (subcontracted) workforces and need to directly manage

turnover in the third-party workforce. Organizations that need to adjudicate warranty, insurance

claims or change requests coming from field personnel, or that use a hybrid of depot repair center-

based and field-based technicians, can benefit, too.
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However, ServicePower’s scheduling optimization capabilities, while powerful, require a single

tenant deployment, and its newest mobile applications and some back-office operations functions

(such as contract management) have limited adoption. Also, the suite is a combination of multiple

incarnations of product and configuration that have not yet been rationalized into a single

interface. This adds some complexity to administration.

Context

Vendors included in this Critical Capabilities report have demonstrated an ability to provide

multitenant SaaS and, in many cases, single-tenant hosted or on-premises deployable products

that support FSM for midsize and large enterprises in a range of industries. Some provide narrow,

but deep, field service scheduling optimization or mobile apps with deep technician enablement

and digital service support functions. Others provide broad service suites that also include heavy

contract management and subcontractor management functions.

It is common for large enterprises to use more than one field service application, depending on the

industry, nature of service and regional makeup of its user base. Organizations should gain a deep

understanding of which use case(s) fit their organization, keeping in mind that many organizations

support more than one use case.

Also, certain factors can significantly impact the products that are best suited to an organization’s

needs. They include:

Product/Service Class Definition

Field service management (FSM) is a discrete market within the broader customer service and

support software market. Field service providers (FSPs) typically dispatch technicians to remote

locations to provide installation, repair or maintenance services for equipment or systems. They

may manage, maintain and monitor these assets under a predefined service or maintenance

contract.

FSM applications provide capabilities to:

The need to integrate with GIS■

Extensive use of subcontractors■

The organization’s budget for implementation■

The organization’s budget to build and maintain integration with other systems such as ERP,

CRM and GIS

■

The importance of a platform on which to build functionality as opposed to beginning with best-

practice functionality built in “out of the box”

■

Manage demand — They handle the receipt of work requests from external sources, such as

customers (through multiple channels), IoT connections and service-brokering networks. They

■
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In organizations that handle complex service use cases for mission-critical equipment, provide

both on-site and in-depot service, or have FSM-driven pricing, end-to-end FSM applications also

need functionality to:

FSM products operate across multiple communication channels: websites, supply chain solutions,

third-party service-brokering solutions and analytics. FSM applications draw on software in

various markets: CRM, ERP, EAM, asset performance management, IoT, workforce management,

vendor management, product life cycle management and supply chain markets (specific examples

of supply chain being transportation management and fleet management). Although several FSM

vendors have capabilities in these areas, they are not their focus. Some vendors also offer

industry-specific functionality or even industry-specific products; however, this is a cross-industry

Critical Capabilities report for which qualifying vendors had to have successful deployments in

multiple industries for the products we reviewed.

Critical Capabilities Definition

also import work requests from internal systems such as ticketing, maintenance, repair and

operations (MRO), product life cycle management, long-cycle project management and EAM

systems.

Plan work — They offer workload balancing, forecasting of shift requirements, schedule

optimization for short- and long-cycle work requests, SLAs and cost prioritization, parts

demand planning and purchasing, contracted or contingent third-party service provider

management, customer approval coordination, and GIS-based planning.

■

Inform and enable technicians — They do this via apps on mobile and wearable devices for

GPS tracking, telematics, equipment work history, service collaboration, customer

communication, knowledge management integration and work instruction management,

inspections, safety forms, parts sourcing and customer quoting. Organizations provide support

for technicians and customers in the field through digital service support channels such as

remote video and AR-based communications, IoT visualizations and chatbots.

■

Debrief work orders — They enable online or offline mobile collection of time and parts used,

tasks completed, updates to equipment records, site evidence, customer recommendations,

signoffs, approvals for additional work and satisfaction surveys.

■

Perform analysis and support integration — They do this using field service performance

management reports and dashboards, predictive analytics, alerts and notifications, and APIs

and connectors for ERP, CRM and GIS application integration.

■

Manage additional operations — They should handle installed equipment management,

maintenance agreement management, maintenance plans, warranty and claims management,

reverse logistics, depot repair, equipment supersession, engineering change requests, customer

pricing management and pro forma invoice preparation.

■
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Integration, Scalability, Industry

This capability considers deployment modes, architecture, size and complexity of existing

deployments, depth and maturity of packaged integrations with ERP, CRM, GIS and other systems,

project management and EAM, packaged localizations, configurations and implementations by

industry.

FSM is often the system of record for work orders and scheduling. But it relies on ERP and CRM

applications for critical objects such as customer locations and inventory items and quantities, as

well as transactions for supply chain, invoicing and payroll. Field work order transactional activity,

as well as estimating and work planning activity, impact these objects and, as such, drive

requirements for organizations to create two-way integrations to these and other components.

Large enterprises have tens of thousands of technicians that need to be managed and scheduled

in a single FSM software instance. FSM applications must address system-resource-intensive

areas and offer considerable, proven scalability, especially in areas such as mobile application

synchronization, schedule optimization and integration.

Successful FSM vendors typically provide thought leadership through templated configurations,

based on best practices they have developed. These configurations vary by industry, geography

and company size and may include specialized reports, mobile forms, integration templates, tools,

training and lexicons that resonate well with customers in a given industry. This reduces the

amount of time to implement, and the time between go-live and achievement of an ROI, because

customers avoid repeating the mistakes of others, while support teams have a more consistent

configuration across the customer base.

In addition, FSM vendors must provide support for local languages and customs in geographies

they support.

Extensibility

This measurement considers the ability to add smart forms, logic and workflow to the mobile

application, and the configurability of workflows to drive downstream activity (which starts with

the technician) change branding, “wrapping” homegrown applications, and extension of back-

office components.

Ideally, FSM applications offer enough flexibility so that everything the technician does

electronically can be integrated into a single user experience, which avoids cases where

technicians need to access more than one application. Often, additional UIs must be added

“aftermarket” without custom code or risk “version lock” (when it becomes cost-prohibitive to

upgrade or precludes the ability to operate the application in a multitenant environment).

Examples of additional UIs include:

Integration with applications such as quoting or IoT platforms■

Proprietary safety walk-around checklists■
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For back-office users, such as dispatchers, supervisors, contract and invoice administrators,

salespeople and executives, FSM applications must offer the ability to modify the UI and add

workflow and additional components without jeopardizing a clean and efficient user experience.

Tools should connect to other applications in the environment, and enable adjustments to

branding, look and feel, so that administrators can create a consistent user experience for those

users that utilize multiple applications.

Connected Equipment Diagnostics

Includes tools such as IoT platform integration, sensor data visualizations, advanced analytics

and escalation workflow development tools, which are useful for deriving an actionable and

defined scope of work based on data collected from real-time or near-real-time equipment or

environment sensors.

Typical IoT ecosystems include the following elements:

1. IoT endpoints — The physical devices, equipment, vehicles, etc., and the technologies they have

onboard, that capture data about their physical state and connect via Wi-Fi, cellular, beacon or

other local connection to local gateways.

2. On-the-edge computing — The components local to the device that ingest the large amounts of

data that each device generates and then transmit it to the middleware layer for processing.

3. Middleware/platform hub — The middle tier that contains analytics, machine learning and rule

engines that make sense of the data and determine what is important to pass along.

4. Enterprise application integration — The layer that translates the information into a format that

the APIs of enterprise applications (CEC, FSM, EAM, etc.) can use to initiate workflows that will

drive either human or autonomous actions.

While these elements are not generally core to FSM products, FSM products bear the

responsibility of enabling efficient triage of the work demand they generate. This triage is often

performed by a combination of human and systematic analysis. FSM tools should present users

with visualizations of sensor trends, equipment history, similar cases and knowledge articles to

help determine what next steps (if any) should be taken. These steps could include any

combination of:

Maintenance verification checklists and work instructions■

Meter reading collection■

UI to collect equipment and site evidence before and after completing tasks■

Survey of equipment at the site■

Determining that no additional action is required■
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FSM applications may be integrated with case management or asset performance management

tools, or with IoT platform components. They may have embedded capabilities that help identify

patterns and best actions to take. Tools should provide complex analysis of historical problems

and resolution notes, tasks, knowledge articles or maintenance manuals.

Work Planning and Scheduling

Includes functions such as automated technician, crew and equipment schedule optimization,

routing, capacity planning, parts prediction and allocation, certification management, and

organization of multichannel demand.

Work demand is often generated in systems outside of FSM and must enter the FSM application

through channels such as service brokers, technicians, the IoT, portals, chat, mobile, maintenance

plans and APIs. Before work can be scheduled, it must be defined, including the parts, tools and

skills that one or many technicians will need to be successful. The set of tasks the technician will

perform may vary based on specific contract entitlements, local regulations, customer

preferences or expectations.

A customer may have a preferred technician, warranty or maintenance commitment, or an SLA

that guarantees an arrival window. Technicians in the field may generate work demand through

field quotes, and customers may request added intraday scope. A clear picture of overall demand

for skills, geographical coverage, required parts and tools, and any constraints or considerations

(such as priority or issue severity) must be clearly captured and organized to enable efficient

scheduling.

Developing a schedule that aligns the best technician with the right skills, parts, availability and

proximity to the location is core to successful FSPs. FSM tools must help align technicians to

work while also achieving the highest number of work orders with the resources available. At the

same time, they must still achieve business objectives such as cost optimization, customer

experience, labor load leveling (allocating an equal number of hours of work to all technicians) and

employee satisfaction.

Once an optimized schedule has been created, field service applications must facilitate manual

handling of exceptions and intraday changes, such as:

Noting diagnosis or remediation tasks to be performed along with the next scheduled

maintenance task

■

Initiating further diagnosis of the device through remote control or customer intervention■

Making adjustments to equipment configuration through remote control or initiating a shipment

of replacement parts.

■

Creating a work order, which will be used to dispatch a technician to the site.■

Scheduled appointments in jeopardy of being missed due to other jobs running for too long■
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See “How to Achieve Scheduling Optimization in Field Service.”

As part of planning and scheduling, an FSM product must help users complete as much

prerequisite work as possible prior to engaging the technician. This can include verifying that

parts are available on the primary or a nearby technician’s vehicle, or initiating drop shipments to

deliver parts to the site or a forward stocking location ahead of the visit. Also, automating

functions such as collecting appropriate history, guidance, manuals and GIS visualizations into a

work package helps to facilitate human work planning, triaging, collaborative diagnosis and

communication to or with the customer.

Technician Enablement

Includes embedded GPS and GIS visualizations, intrasite directions, equipment history, customer

communications, location sharing, purchase requisitioning, and quoting tools for technicians.

These prepare and empower a technician to deliver a positive and efficient customer experience

independently.

A mobile application that merely digitizes the traditional paper-based work order debrief (capture

of labor, parts used, tasks completed, customer signature and recommendations) is important.

But it is not a differentiator. Technician enablement capabilities help build the trusted advisor

relationship between the technician and the customer by equipping technicians with self-serve

tools and information that help them appear more professional, skilled and prepared. FSM

products should automate capabilities that help technicians access preparation information, such

as:

A technician in a “trusted advisor” role must also react to unforeseen requests from the customer

or results from diagnostics. FSM products should provide tools that simplify workflow initiation

for new work quoting and approval, additional parts purchases, and even changes to contract

coverages. For cases when work is not able to be completed properly or at all during the first visit,

FSM tools should help the technician minimize surprises to the customer by automating where

possible communication, escalations, remote reviews and signoffs.

Digital Service Support Channels

Emergency or other reactive work that is higher priority than previously committed work■

Customer cancellations and cancellation prediction■

“Before and after” pictures from previous visits■

Cause and resolution descriptions from previous work orders■

Maps and access instructions for the equipment location within the site■

As-maintained drawings■

Operations and maintenance manuals■
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Includes remote support with video streaming, augmented reality with collaborative annotation

and context-specific work instructions, and guidance to suggested knowledge base artifacts, chat

and chatbots. Must enable and improve the quality of technicians’ access to resources for

assistance.

Digital service support represents those tools that help an organization apply its full weight and

knowledge to help a technician in the field succeed. It extends the methods and tools through

which organizations can assist technicians (or the customer’s facilities managers) who are in the

field, especially those who are less-experienced or are subcontractors that are unfamiliar with

expected practices and procedures. Many of these tools impact the technician enablement critical

capability as well, but we break them into a separate category for product differentiation.

In several regions, an aging workforce, tighter profit margins and smaller budgets for on-the-job

“ride alongs” with senior technicians are forcing FSPs to ask less-experienced technicians to work

alone. At the same time, on-site work is becoming more complex for some technicians, because

simpler issues are now resolved remotely, without a technician visit.

Supervisor or mentor technicians attempting to support field technicians from remote triage

centers are achieving significant improvements to resolution time, first-visit fix rates and customer

satisfaction surveys. They can now see what the technician sees and can augment the

technician’s field of view with annotations such as drawn arrows and circles. FSM applications

must integrate and embed these technologies, but also create capabilities that bring the

experience of the entire organization to bear, in support of a technician that is working on a

complex problem. This can be through knowledge solutions, human interaction, text and chatbot

collaboration. It can also be through AI components that help to recognize or predict parts,

suggest likely resolution steps, recognize equipment or parts with computer vision, and surface

other resources — human or not — that can help a technician succeed.

Work Order Debrief

Our evaluation includes technicians’ ability to record time, expenses, parts, tasks completed,

approval signatures, checklists, surveys, video or pictures and recommendations digitally with bar

code readers, voice-to-text and handwriting recognition for more accurate and timely work order

reporting.

FSM applications must minimize or completely eliminate any data capture that requires a

technician to utilize more than a single application. Well-adopted FSM mobile applications tend to

enable technicians to, within one app, perform a work order debrief. They also enable them to view

records of customer reviews and approvals, surveys, site evidence, inspection data and any site

inventory reviews the technician performed.

FSM mobile applications should enable organizations to build in proprietary forms and workflow

(such as for record updates, regulatory audits or equipment registrations) and enable single sign-

on to proprietary apps to minimize the number of apps that technicians must work with. In many

cases, FSM mobile applications are replacing homegrown applications and must replicate
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business-specific capabilities (see “Build Versus Buy Considerations for Delivery of an Enterprise

Mobile App Portfolio”).

Invoicing and Reporting

Our evaluation includes pricing and discounting for parts, labor and packaged tasks, thought-

leading reports and analysis, pro forma and/or final customer invoices and credit memos. It also

includes recurring billing for maintenance agreements and negotiated pricing contracts.

Many ERP-based invoicing functions are limited in their capabilities to handle invoicing for a field

service business because an FSP prices its services based on elements such as contract

entitlements, or technicians’ skills levels and/or certifications. In negotiated “equipment-as-a-

service” pricing, the customer is paying based on equipment output rather than for a prescribed

set of tasks to be performed or based on actual time spent. Because these objects are often

foreign to the ERP system, the FSM product must fill in functionality to calculate invoices and

reports using a combination of ERP or CRM objects, plus information for which the FSM product is

the only system of record.

Contracts, Operations, Contractors

Our evaluation includes maintenance agreements and plans, installed equipment management,

customer warranty and warranty claims, reverse logistics, depot repair, subcontractor enablement,

scheduling and payment adjudication, and third-party service provider networks.

Most mature field service organizations get to the point where they offer prescribed or predictive

maintenance packages that are predicated on one or many of the following:

FSM packages often must go beyond the capabilities found in the ERP system to enable

organizations to manage entitlements such as the above, and to connect actual costs to billing

and revenue amounts in order to identify and manage issues such as:

An SLA that guarantees a reaction time when unscheduled issues arrive; the actual levels are

often dependent on priority, severity or trade

■

A reliability level■

A defined scope and set of tasks; on a prescribed frequency■

Equipment health monitoring and outage prediction■

A defined level of equipment output■

A discounted labor rate or “no-charge” labor and/or materials on certain types of reactive work■

Contract profitability■

Warranty leakage (work provided free that should not have been)■

Warranty claims (these require reimbursement from manufacturers or suppliers)■
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Many industries are reporting an uptick in the percentage of work they must outsource, either due

to specialized skills or profitability pressures (subcontractors can often provide equivalent service

at a lower total cost). There are many challenges in outsourced service, including managing scope

changes, adjudicating invoices, onboarding and certifying vendors, warranty work or other rework,

capacity-based scheduling, and subcontractor technician enablement and support (see “Eight

Components of Successful Outsourced Field Service Management”).

FSM packages must offer a combination of other capabilities, depending on the industries they

serve. Examples include handling of use cases where equipment or its components must be sent

to a repair depot (instead of technicians being sent to the equipment). These cases require

managing reverse logistics (such as returns and cross shipments), as well as capturing costs

incurred in a depot.

FSM packages may offer complex warranty and warranty claims management capabilities,

engineering change request management, fleet management and telematics capabilities such as

tracking driver behavior.

Use Cases

High-Volume and Volatile Schedules

In this use case, technicians perform over five work orders per day and schedules fluctuate

intraday due to emergencies, estimate overruns, cancellations and travel issues.

Work demand comes in through multiple channels, such as IoT-connected equipment, customer

portals, mobile apps and other integrated systems such as customer engagement center, project

management and outage management.

FSM applications must scale well because organizations in this use case, especially in utilities

and telecom, often have a high volume of technicians, subcontractors and work orders. Due to the

number of work orders, technicians and intraday changes, FSM systems must provide product

depth in automated schedule optimization. This helps limit dispatcher workload to exceptions that

could not be scheduled automatically (see “How to Achieve Scheduling Optimization in Field

Service”). Factors such as seasonality, new equipment model releases, and the natural ebb and

flow of business impact the amount of demand over time for specific skills, which drives the need

for capacity planning tools.

In these organizations, and among B2B and B2C specialty contractors, the ability to offer a simple-

to-learn mobile application and basic tools to enable senior resources to support junior

technicians is important because of the level of technician turnover. Technicians may require

specialized mobile forms that feed organization-specific regulatory or safety reporting, or to

collect data about the site and equipment.

Complex Service and Support

Contract quotes■
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In this use case, heavy diagnosis and planning is needed to scope work orders, while on-site

resolution by staff or subcontractors requires significant time and/or support.

Organizations with this use case service complex equipment. There may be many brands, model

years and configurations of equipment, such that it takes many years for technicians to become

independent. These organizations may heavily employ subcontractors or lesser experienced

technicians that require a high degree of guidance and support from senior technicians. FSM

capabilities that help prepare technicians before arriving on-site, as well as technologies that

improve the FSP’s ability to support technicians that need help with diagnosis or resolution steps,

are of utmost importance.

These organizations often sell their customers a maintenance contract that includes scope for

preventive planned maintenance tasks, and also offer reactive service that is billed on a time and

materials basis. They may ship or transport some equipment or equipment components to a

repair depot to perform repairs or maintenance, so FSM products must help supply chain and ERP

products manage parts logistics, demand management and reverse logistics for returns.

Equipment as a Service

FSPs monitor equipment via IoT data platforms. They predict and address many issues remotely,

and contractually commit to business outcomes instead of a defined task list.

Organizations with this use case must integrate their enterprise FSM (and often other)

applications with both their own and outsourced IoT platforms, and with asset performance

management tools. They develop complex analytics in an attempt to both proactively and

reactively maintain equipment installed at customers’ sites. Instead of committing to a prescribed

set of tasks to be performed on a defined frequency, the FSP commits to a more-holistic level of

service (see “Field Service Management Processes Must Change to Benefit From the Internet of

Things”). This means that the FSP commits to providing a specific level of equipment output

(such as amount of energy generated or mean time between failures).

For these organizations, the timing and accuracy of diagnosis is especially important, because the

FSP shoulders the full burden of any unnecessary services provided, as well as any penalties from

outages that should have been prevented. Also, reactive on-site work can be more complicated,

because simple issues are more likely to be resolved remotely. As such, the ability to identify

appropriate potential parts, skills and other prerequisites before engaging a technician is

important.

It remains important in this use case to ensure that technicians arrive well prepared so they can

address issues quickly and on the first visit. Integration and scalability are also important because

of the high volume of data that is typically generated by machines in the field. Even if the IoT

platform performs data reduction procedures, the FSM application must provide or integrate with

components that help the organization triage, escalate and prepare work for field technicians.

Vendors Added and Dropped

Added
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None.

Dropped

Inclusion Criteria
Inclusion criteria were used to determine which products appear in this Critical Capabilities report.

Each vendor was required to qualify for “Magic Quadrant for Field Service Management” and could

identify one product or suite for evaluation. Each reference customer identified by the vendors had

to be “new” (that is, never before submitted to us for participation in a Magic Quadrant survey).

Market Presence and Momentum

Factors that affect our evaluation include the presence that a vendor has in the market and the

observed momentum of its growth. A vendor with stagnant sales or an ineffectual marketing

organization should concern prospective buyers.

Gartner’s criteria required each vendor to:

Comarch, which did not meet the inclusion criteria for this Critical Capabilities report.■

Coresystems, which was acquired in June 2018 by SAP. In this Critical Capabilities report, we

evaluate the former Coresystems product as part of SAP’s portfolio.

■

Identify reference customers: Each vendor had to identify reference customers for the product

proposed for evaluation in the Magic Quadrant. These customers had to:

■

Cover at least two regions: Each vendor had to supply details of at least five new FSM

reference customers that began using the product in question no earlier than July 2017.

These customers had to cover at least two of the following markets: North America, Latin

America, EMEA, Asia/Pacific and Japan.

■

Have midsize or large, stabilized deployments: Each vendor had to identify at least two new

FSM customers with more than 100 technicians in production environments for between six

and 24 months that use the latest major version of the software and have integrated it with

system(s) of record.

■

Disclose revenue: Each vendor had to provide evidence of at least $7.2 million in FSM software

license, maintenance and support revenue (excluding professional services) during the four

fiscal quarters that ended closest to the end of June 2018 and no earlier than March 2018 (per

generally accepted accounting principles [GAAP] or International Financial Reporting Standards

[IFRS]). Representations had to be confirmed in writing by an appropriate finance executive

within the vendor’s organization (such as the CFO). The following had to be well represented

and supported:

■

Large or midsize businesses (average deal size above 100 mobile technicians).■
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Short-Term Viability

Gartner’s criteria required each vendor to provide evidence of:

Two major geographical markets (out of North America, Latin America, EMEA, and

Asia/Pacific and Japan).

■

Two industries (for example, utilities, telecommunications, high tech, oil and gas,

manufacturing, aerospace and defense, automotive, financial services and insurance,

chemicals, medical devices, healthcare).

■

Have functional breadth: Each vendor’s submitted product had to provide at least five of the

following seven categories of functionality, plus integration, analytics and extensibility features:

■

Demand management and customer engagement■

Work planning and scheduling■

Technician enablement, including digital service support channels■

Work order debrief■

Invoicing and reporting■

Agreements, operations and contractors■

Have market recognition: Each vendor had to be recognized in the market, as evidenced by

regular appearances on the shortlists of Gartner clients, appearances at tradeshows and

identifications as a competitor by other vendors.

■

Have a market following: Each vendor had to provide evidence of thought leadership — used by

customers in live operations — through webinars, market-related white papers, blog articles and

user communities.

■

Funded operations: Sufficient cash to fund 12 months of operations at the current “burn rate.”■

Onboard professional services capacity: Sufficient professional services to fulfill customer

demands during the next 12 months.

■

Additional professional services capacity: A practice and ecosystem with sufficient third-party

consulting and integration companies to grow at a double-digit pace for two years.

■

Sales pipeline: A pipeline of prospective customers and an adequate sales team to drive growth

in new business.

■

Strong future revenue: Indications that results for the upcoming four quarters (from 1 July

2018) would exceed the previous four quarters’ results.

■
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Table 1: Weighting for Critical Capabilities in Use Cases

Source: Gartner (August 2019)

This methodology requires analysts to identify the Critical Capabilities for a class of

products/services. Each capability is then weighed in terms of its relative importance for specific

product/service use cases.

Critical Capabilities Rating

Each of the products/services has been evaluated on the critical capabilities on a scale of 1 to 5; a

score of 1 = Poor (most or all defined requirements are not achieved), while 5 = Outstanding

(significantly exceeds requirements).

Integration,

Scalability,

Industry

35% 5% 10%

Extensibility 5% 10% 5%

Connected

Equipment

Diagnostics

0% 0% 30%

Work Planning

and Scheduling

30% 7% 15%

Technician

Enablement

15% 25% 10%

Digital Service

Support Channels

5% 18% 5%

Work Order

Debrief

5% 10% 0%

Invoicing and

Reporting

3% 10% 5%

Contracts,

Operations,

Contractors

2% 15% 20%

Total 100% 100% 100%

As of April 2019

Critical

Capabilities

High-Volume and

Volatile

Schedules

Complex

Service and

Support

Equipment

as a

Service
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Table 2: Product/Service Rating on Critical Capabilities

Source: Gartner (August 2019)

Table 3 shows the product/service scores for each use case. The scores, which are generated by

multiplying the use-case weightings by the product/service ratings, summarize how well the

critical capabilities are met for each use case.

Table 3: Product Score in Use Cases

Integration,

Scalability,

Industry

2.9 2.4 4.1

Extensibility 2.9 3.1 4.1

Connected

Equipment

Diagnostics

5.0 4.0 3.0

Work Planning

and

Scheduling

3.6 3.4 4.1

Technician

Enablement

2.0 4.0 3.1

Digital Service

Support

Channels

3.0 3.0 3.5

Work Order

Debrief

4.1 4.8 2.9

Invoicing and

Reporting

3.5 4.0 1.5

Contracts,

Operations,

Contractors

3.5 3.3 2.7

Critical

Capabilities

Accruent

(Verisae)

Astea

International
ClickSoftware Fi

Use

Cases

Accruent

(Verisae)

Astea

International
ClickSoftware FieldAw
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Source: Gartner (August 2019)

To determine an overall score for each product/service in the use cases, multiply the ratings in

Table 2 by the weightings shown in Table 1.

Acronym Key and Glossary Terms

AI artificial management

AR augmented reality

CEC customer engagement center

CRM customer relationship management

EAM enterprise asset management

ERP enterprise resource planning

FSM field service management

FSP field service provider

FTTH fiber to the home

High-

Volume

and

Volatile

Schedules

3.07 3.19 3.75 2

Complex

Service

and

Support

3.01 3.58 3.15 2

Equipment

as a

Service

3.70 3.52 3.23 2

Use

Cases

Accruent

(Verisae)

Astea

International
ClickSoftware FieldAw
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GIS geographic information system

IoT Internet of Things

ML machine learning

MRO maintenance, repair and operations

RMA return material authorization

Evidence

Critical Capabilities Methodology
This methodology requires analysts to identify the critical capabilities for a class of products or

services. Each capability is then weighted in terms of its relative importance for specific product

or service use cases. Next, products/services are rated in terms of how well they achieve each of

the critical capabilities. A score that summarizes how well they meet the critical capabilities for

each use case is then calculated for each product/service.

"Critical capabilities" are attributes that differentiate products/services in a class in terms of their

quality and performance. Gartner recommends that users consider the set of critical capabilities

as some of the most important criteria for acquisition decisions.

In defining the product/service category for evaluation, the analyst first identifies the leading uses

for the products/services in this market. What needs are end-users looking to fulfill, when

considering products/services in this market? Use cases should match common client

deployment scenarios. These distinct client scenarios define the Use Cases.

The analyst then identifies the critical capabilities. These capabilities are generalized groups of

features commonly required by this class of products/services. Each capability is assigned a level

At the start of the research process for the related Magic Quadrant, all invited vendors were

asked to supply contact details for a minimum of five to seven new reference customers that

generally represented the requirements of the inclusion criteria. This information was used to

invite the customers to complete a 30-minute online survey.

■

A total of 87 reference customers from 14 vendors responded to the survey, which concluded in

August 2018. A subset of these customers, plus additional vendor-identified reference

customers, also participated in telephone interviews in subsequent months.

■

Gartner analysts also acquired insights from several hundred clients through the Gartner inquiry

process, one-on-one meetings at events and customer reviews on Gartner’s Peer Insights page.

These provided directional support for opinions derived from earlier data.

■
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of importance in fulfilling that particular need; some sets of features are more important than

others, depending on the use case being evaluated.

Each vendor’s product or service is evaluated in terms of how well it delivers each capability, on a

five-point scale. These ratings are displayed side-by-side for all vendors, allowing easy

comparisons between the different sets of features.

Ratings and summary scores range from 1.0 to 5.0:

1 = Poor or Absent: most or all defined requirements for a capability are not achieved

2 = Fair: some requirements are not achieved

3 = Good: meets requirements

4 = Excellent: meets or exceeds some requirements

5 = Outstanding: significantly exceeds requirements

To determine an overall score for each product in the use cases, the product ratings are multiplied

by the weightings to come up with the product score in use cases.

The critical capabilities Gartner has selected do not represent all capabilities for any product;

therefore, may not represent those most important for a specific use situation or business

objective. Clients should use a critical capabilities analysis as one of several sources of input

about a product before making a product/service decision.
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